Homeschool: Sustainability Challenge
Friday, February 21st, 2020
Number: 16 students, ages 5-15 (37 students, 3 LDPs, 1 adult)

Group Notes:
Website Description: Learn a lesson from "The Lorax" then put it into action as you
ad a group of students compete against other students to establish the most energy
efficient village in our new game, "Energy choices." Put your engineering or physics
mind to work through creative thinking or physical skill work alongside your
teammates to win the sustainability challenge.

The Homeschool Leadership Program (LDP) allows students ages 12-16 to work with you
side by side to prepare and execute the program in the afternoon. Designate a staff
member to be the LDP leader for the morning. Spend time with the students
researching and preparing the afternoon programming. Identify a few leadership
responsibilities the student can have during the afternoon and help them understand
what their role will be. Their day centers on leadership education and service learning.
Depending on total number of students, we will be dividing the students into 2 age
groups 5-8 and 9-15. Programming will be tailored to help fit these age groups.
Some parents may attend with their kids and bring younger siblings (babies and 2-4
yr olds). Programming can include those kids, but should focus on the older age
range. Most parents will drop their kids off- we’ll have forms for them to fill out so
we can use safe pickup procedures.

8:00

Camp staff arrive, program set up.

10:00

Arrival and drop off
Programming: Get to know you and teambuilding
Intro to subject, setting up foundational knowledge
Intro experience/activity
LDPs help plan the afternoon experience for students

12:00

Lunch in the Dining Hall– Kitchen Patrol with LDPs (Service Learning)

12:45

Programming: Application and experiential learning activities led by
staff and LDPs

3:00

Departure and parent pick-up. Staff clean up first and then debrief.

